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A l l Love Frequen cy In Zero Sp ace
By Sunny Jetsun

Sunny Jetsun. Paperback. Condition: New. 108 pages. Dimensions: 8.5in. x 5.5in. x 0.3in.Sunny Jetsun
writes a free flowing surreal and abstract inspirational verse inspired from conversations while
living in Anjuna, Goa. He feels the spirit of the 1960s hippies alternative lifestyle evolving through to a
multi-dimensional perception of the spiritual cosmos. Freedom, awareness, meditation, free-love,
sensuality all come together transcending into Zero Space. Ambassador Frequency Everything has
been captured and enraptured in Sunlight Stopped the Carnival for making too much noise in
Anjuna! The Inquisition Never Sleeps Climbing the Wall of Energy, Vibration They dont hunt and kill
for Pleasure like we do Its all about FEELINGS in your Morphic Resonance Field Cosmic will always
throw it for you because your hand is Open Being able to overcome all the Obstacles in my Life! We
can become HAPPY within Ourselves Transforming Yourself Eternal Bliss. NAM NYOHO RENGE KYO
The Gandhi Massive! Coming to the WE the wei wei Awareness. Now it comes from Itself we see we
knew nothing of Spirit. Emotional healing You are the Creator of It, enjoying the light. You can only
heal yourself, they can show the way let go. You dont have to believe it,...
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Reviews
This ebook is very gripping and intriguing. I have got read through and i also am confident that i will gonna read through yet again again down the road.
Its been written in an extremely straightforward way and it is merely right a er i finished reading this book through which actually altered me, alter the
way i really believe.
-- Noble Ha g enes
This book is wonderful. It really is writter in easy words and never difficult to understand. I am quickly can get a satisfaction of reading a created ebook.
-- Ca r ley Huels
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